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INTRODUCTION

Developing greater understanding about if, how and why networks emerge, evolve and support growth has been recognized in the literature as an area for further research (Larson and Starr 1993; Uzzi 1997; Hite and Hesterly 2001). In this chapter we present data and demonstrate how the constant comparative approach can be used to develop theory and understanding about the entrepreneur and the practices in which he/she engages. This Chapter presents an unusual case, the emergence and development of a new network, where the unit of analysis is not the individual or the cluster, but the emergent network itself (Hite and Hesterley 2001; Hite 2003; 2005). In doing so, it demonstrates the usefulness and applicability of the constant comparative technique, how it operates and is used in practice, and its value to the field of entrepreneurship. The case itself draws on longitudinal observation, examination and analysis of network configuration, reconfiguration and change in an entrepreneurial network over a six-year period. Examining rich data about transformation enabled the purpose, content and objectives of entrepreneurial networking to be analysed using the constant comparison technique. From this analysis we propose that networking is fundamentally based on a social enactment of what it means to be enterprising (De Koning 1999; Hill et al. 1999; Singh et al. 1999). Hence, using the constant comparative technique shows that networks are not just about resource acquisition; but are more about softer, socialized issues such as social learning and confidence-building through interdependence and the sharing of experience.

The contribution of this chapter lies in three distinct areas. First, the content of the study, in that the longitudinal case of network change over time demonstrates the evolution and developments from a manufactured grouping of individuals to an interactive organic network. This helps extend recent work, which considers evolutionary perspectives on networks and inter-organizational cooperation (Hite 2005, Neergard and Ulhøi 2006; Jack et al. 2008). Secondly, the lens employed to explore the
unit of analysis is different from most previous work. Rather than focusing on the entrepreneur, it considers changes in the actual network and uses this as a mechanism to help enhance understanding about networking. A case study approach combining qualitative and quantitative tools, but with the emphasis on qualitative interpretation using the constant comparative technique, was used. This allowed data about the network and the interactions of the network members to be collected. Analysis of this duality of individual and group used the constant comparative method allowing the dynamics of the relationships and outcomes to be synthesized. Finally, the use of the constant comparative technique allows us to present theoretical observations about the nature of understanding. Our findings illustrate that, through the active formation of network ties, gaps in the entrepreneur’s information, asset and social legitimation requirements are bridged. Thus, the network appears to shift and adapt to fit the needs of its participants. Accordingly, this work supports early entrepreneurial social network theory, that networks fluctuate and change over time, but also extends the findings of Mitchell (1969), Aldrich and Zimmer (1986), Birley (1985) and Johannisson (1987, 1988) in that, through action research, it demonstrates that networks are organic structures, responding to the needs of network members.

NETWORKS AND NETWORKING IN THE LITERATURE

Networking is increasingly recognized as a critical factor of the entrepreneurial process and, since the 1990s according to Neergaard et al. (2005), has become a major theme in entrepreneurship research (Hansen 1995; Chell and Baines 2000; Drakopolou Dodd et al. 2002; Jack et al. 2008). Defined as ‘a set of actors and some set of relationships that link them’ (Hoang and Antoncic 2003: 167), it is acknowledged that network research is not unproblematic (Coviello 2005). One typical problem lies in the unit of analysis; a network can be argued to exist as a *sui generis* entity, something above and different from the members of the network. Networks are constituted from the constellation of dyadic, triadic and multiplex ties between members (Larson 1992; Johannisson 1996; Hite 2005). Hence issues arise about whether we can understand networks best by looking at the ties, which form the structure of networks, or by exploring the interactions between and among these ties. Looking at ties can tell us much about the structural components of the interaction (Johanson and Mattsson 1987; Anderson et al. 1994; Gadde et al. 2003), for example, whether the network link is based on reciprocity and hence calculative or
instrumental, or whether the bonds are affective and more about a loose obligation. Using these areas as the focus of enquiry can tell us much about the process of networking, but using this micro examination of ties tells us very little about the network itself. In contrast, if we try to understand the network as an organization, we can count linkages, situate connections and build up a map of the network, but we then know very little about the nature of the process of networking. Such maps of networks are fairly static and difficult to combine with process approaches. It seems that we have a research dilemma; should we study networking or networks?

This is not to say that either research perspective cannot produce interesting results. The networks as organizations literature has made significant advances in our understanding of whether these networks are some sort of intermediate form, located somewhere between markets and hierarchies, or are an entirely new form of organization (Arias 1995). Similarly work on social bonds of trust and commitment between ties (Etzioni 1988; Anderson et al. 2007) has shed considerable light on network interaction. Conceptually these different approaches not only produce different understandings but have very different starting points concerning which variables are dependent or independent. For example, if studying the network, social capital (social capital is often seen as a critical part of network research) can become the explanatory variable (Borgatti and Foster 2003) but if studying alliances, ties become the explanatory variable. Moreover, Fombrum (1982) proposed that we can distinguish two kinds of network: attribute networks, where individuals share a commonality (similarity of attributes, gender and the like), or transactional networks, where the focus is on the exchanges between individuals. Fombrum (1982) notes how, if one begins with transactions, attributes may be seen as explanatory variables. Yet, Anderson and Jack (2002) argued that social capital exists between individuals, is formed on the basis of affinities and that social capital also lubricates the transactions, so these two types of qualities do not serve to distinguish different types of networks. Rather, both elements are likely to exist in a network and have been conceptualized as the structural and relational qualities (Granovetter 1985). Nonetheless, as Neergaard et al. (2005) note, extant research has concentrated on the structural and quantifiable aspects.

In essence, networking research can be seen to be problematic if we are concerned about developing a fuller appreciation and understanding of both network structure and process. By concentrating on the study of one aspect, the other aspect is thrown into shadow. Indeed, this dichotomy is also manifest in the methodologies employed. In addressing questions about structure, how many contacts, how often and with whom, most often a quantitative approach has been employed. This clearly reflects the
need for quantifiable data (Birley 1985). In contrast, if we are interested in process, such data is less helpful and we may need a more fine-grained qualitative methodology to address subtle questions (Neergard et al. 2005: 349). However, in practice, many studies of entrepreneurial networking simply avoid the problem of unit of analysis. Nevertheless, Shaw (2006) defended the small firm as the choice and unit of analysis to explore network structure, processes and outcomes.

Borgatti and Foster (2003) argue that the outcome of networking represents the bulk of network research. This, they explain, is a consequence of the need to establish the field as legitimate. Only after it could be shown that networking had important consequences, endorsing networking as a legitimate topic, could work emerge which explored network change over time. This is certainly true of the entrepreneurial literature where networks are seen as a way to extend the potential resource base of the entrepreneur (Johannisson and Peterson 1984; Birley 1985; Aldrich and Zimmer 1986; Carsrud and Johnson 1989; Johannisson et al. 1994; Shaw 2006). Thus networks act as a conduit for information (Steier and Greenwood 1995), improve the possibilities of success (Johannisson and Peterson 1984; Johannisson 1986, 1987; Johannisson and Nilsson 1989; Foss 1994; Ostgaard and Birley 1994; Hansen 1995; Brüderl and Preisendörfer 1998; Jack and Anderson 2002) and, indeed, venture survival (Arocena 1984; Szarka 1990; Brüderl and Preisendörfer 1998; Huggins 2000). However, as Johannisson and Mønsted (1997) point out, this particular strand in the literature emphasizes the resource dependence perspective of networking. While this may address the ‘why’ questions about new ventures, it actually tells us little about the ‘how’ questions of entrepreneurial networking. In spite of these studies, recognized gaps in the literature stream remain, most notably in terms of a heightened understanding of the content of network interactions (O’Donnell et al. 2001; Barnir and Smith 2002; Lechner and Dowling 2003), the processes within network relations (O’Donnell et al. 2001) and the dynamic nature of networks over time (O’Donnell et al. 2001; Lechner and Dowling 2003; Shaw 2006). One recent response to this gap in the literature has been a new focus, network change. Network change offers the possibility of charting both structure and process. Larson and Starr (1993) were among the first to argue that entrepreneurial networks change over time. Their evolutionary view saw the shift from fairly simple dyadic relationships into multidimensional relationships, thus illustrating both process and content.
Network Change

The literature on network change (see, for example, Larson and Starr 1993; Schutzens and Stam 2001; Lechner and Dowling 2003; Greve and Salaff 2003; Hite 2005) may well demonstrate that network studies are a legitimate area of study, but they are also a logical development of the resource-based view. Underpinning the temporal dynamics of network change is an assumption about the instrumentality of network resources; network change is seen as a response to changing entrepreneurial requirements. Johannisson (1988), for example, argues that establishing and developing a business requires different contacts and different resources over time. Granovetter (1985) also noted that social network ties are activated according to need, and hence are not fixed. A consequence of this view is that networks, as entities, can perhaps best be seen as a bundle of dynamic relationships, changing and process driven (Chell and Baines 2000; Anderson and Jack 2002). Moreover, what is true at the level of the individual entrepreneur may well be equally true at the level of a network, which comprises many individuals: dynamism, process and change remain key factors. So network change presents an interesting matrix for trying to understand the nature of networks. If the changes are, as the literature seems to suggest, entirely driven by resource acquisition, we may be able to use the matrix of change to develop a fuller understanding of the networks themselves. Typically, the network change literature (Jack et al. 2008) uses and captures transitions, formations and reformations in response to environment and business development needs. But this literature is based on an agglomeration of dyadic relationships; the individual’s network changes. Our focus of enquiry is the network itself, thus providing us with a very different perspective, a theoretical platform from which to observe the emergence, development and change within the network as an entity. Moreover, by using the network as the unit of analysis, a medium level rather than purely micro or macro level of analysis is possible.

It is clear that while networks play important roles and change over time, we are less well informed about the dynamics, or indeed the reasons for change, in networking over time. This issue presents our background research problem: in what ways, and for what reasons, do networks change? Dealing with this problem allows very clear research questions to be considered which go some way to help resolve some of the issues discussed earlier. If the unit of analysis is the network itself, we can see at a macro level how network structures change. Accordingly, the research questions address the macro issues. What is the nature of networks? What is the nature of the linkages which form the structure? What makes them work? But since networks are constellations of ties, the micro level of
interactions within the network can also be explored. Thus some of the micro issues can be considered, what is the nature of the exchanges within networks and how do they work? As explained earlier, the study presented here is of an emerging and developing network. Borgatti (2002) claims that what was once described as a group, a club or a trade association is now described as a network. But conversely, Fombrum, albeit writing in 1982, claimed that any set of individuals is tied by multiplex bonds. In fact, this study is intended to chart the developments from a group, characterized by very loose ties, into a network, which is tied together by increasingly stronger multiplex bonds.

METHODOLOGY

The research problem identified was to understand network change by examining how and why the network changed over time. Zhang and Lin (2005) comment that although many studies have recognized network dynamic change as an important topic, the literature on change is not extensive. Coviello (2005) suggests that since networks are relationship based and consequently dynamic, network research is also time bound. For her, this suggests that research methodologies should be sensitive to how networks change over time. Moreover, O’Donnell et al. (2001) see it as imperative that networks should be studied over time. Similarly Hoang and Antonic (2003) argue that entrepreneurial studies should be longitudinal and show how network content, governance and structure emerge over time. Birley (1985) argued that the process view was necessary because firm start-up is not a discrete event; rather it is a process which may extend over a considerable time. There are of course some longitudinal studies. For example, Davidsson and Honig (2003) examined human and social capital over 18 months and found bridging and bonding social capital (strong and weak ties) a predictor for nascent entrepreneurs; Schutjens and Stam (2003) used longitudinal questionnaires to study aspects associated with evolution and argued the case for networks to be viewed in a spatial and temporal context. But, as Coviello (2005: 41) notes, the focus of many studies is on counting activities or types of network contacts over time; ‘as such, the processes underlying network development are not captured’. Consequently this study addresses a gap in the literature (Shaw 2006).

This study is part of our ongoing interest in networks. Our previous work had concentrated on the social processes within networks, so when we had the opportunity to study this emergent organization, we felt that we could broaden the scope of our understanding. We became aware of
the existence of the new ‘network’ when one of the authors, Susan Moult, joined the group as a student as a way of becoming better acquainted with embryonic entrepreneurship. Her role at that point was participant as observer. Within a few months she was asked to join the committee and eventually took over the role of treasurer. At this point the research group realized it had the opportunity to study the formation and development of a network. Fortunately Susan had kept detailed accounts of her involvement, so that when we decided to make this a formal case study, we had a written record of events as well as her recollections of events. Susan had access to minutes, members’ records and correspondence, attendance sheets and key secondary sources detailed below. This review provided qualitative and quantitative data about members’ perceptions of the network. Later, when the local enterprise company declared its intention to withdraw financial support, Susan was asked to undertake a formal review of the network to establish whether it was worth continuing. So data were collected, both ethnographically, as participant observer, and also in more ‘objective’ formats from the surveys and interviews. One task of the others in the research team was to help shape how the later data were collected. But their primary role was in the analysis of the data, discussed in more detail later in the chapter. The team were able, as a team, to compare and contrast the different data, examine its meaning and challenge individual perceptions. Thus, analysis was more soundly based. If analytical errors have been made, they were both joint and several, but overall are more likely to be objective because of the independent data scrutiny and analysis.

As Halinen and Tornroos, (2005) recently noted, research methods and access to data in network studies have gained little attention. The research objective was to try to understand the processes of network formation and development over time. This called for a longitudinal case study approach to allow changes over time to be followed (Easton 1995). Nonetheless, although the unit of analysis was the ‘network’, the nature of the network could only be understood by studying network members in context. Networks exist as dynamic relationships (Chell and Baines 2000), changing and processual. However, because of the difficulty of studying networks most work does seem to end up taking a ‘snapshot’ of the network and what is happening within that network but only at a specific point in time. Hence, the changing nature of networks and the processual perspectives are ignored. But networks only exist as a relational artefact; their objectification only becomes real as a product of relational interaction (Anderson and Jack 2002). Consequently to understand a network, we need to know about the members and the interaction of members, since the network, although a sui generis thing in itself, is also the sum of...
interaction of the members. As has been noted elsewhere, networks actually create the environment so that ‘networking process is the enactment of the environment’ (Jack et al. 2008: 125). To this end, data about both the network and the network members was collected. Case studies are multi-perspectival analyses (Yin 1994). This means that the researcher considers not just the voice and perspective of the actors, but also of the relevant groups of actors and the interaction between them (Halinen and Tornroos 2005). Eisenhardt (1989) also points out that case studies can capture the dynamics. Thus, as Halinen and Tornroos, (2005) argue, it seems obvious that a case strategy is most suitable for the study of business networks.

Within the case approach, researchers need to be clear about techniques. There is broad consensus that when tackling social phenomena such as networks, rich detail is so essential to the research process that qualitative studies are to be preferred (Blackburn et al. 1990; Chell and Haworth 1992; Johannisson and Mønsted 1997; Uzzi 1997; Hill et al. 1999; Zeleny 2001; Hoang and Antoncic 2003; Jack et al. 2008). This is especially so when addressing the process, content, and dynamics of networks, rather than purely structural matters (O’Donnell et al. 2001; Lechner and Dowling 2003). A qualitative approach is also indicated by the relative lack of work in the area (Larson 1992). Additional benefits of qualitative approaches include ‘intensive investigation of developmental patterns’ (Larson 1992: 79), and ‘sensitivity to the details of self-enforcing and trust-building idiosyncratic exchange processes’ (Johannisson 1996: 257). A similar case has been made for the use of longitudinal studies, to enhance the knowledge gained by cross-sectional analysis, in the study of dynamic entrepreneurial networks (O’Donnell et al. 2001; Greve and Salaff 2003; Hoang and Antoncic 2003; Jack et al. 2008). O’Donnell et al. (2001) suggest, following Curran and Blackburn (1994), that the interactional aspect of networking calls for a qualitative approach. Aldrich (2001) argues that we need to look at event driven processes. O’Donnell et al. (2001) also note that, within process, the content of network interactions is relatively neglected and suggest that an appreciation of these dimensions would increase our understanding of network processes.

Nonetheless, case study methodology calls for a variety of data collection techniques. This study is probably methodologically unique, in that it adopts a longitudinal, qualitative approach to the study of content, processes and dynamics in entrepreneurial networks, but with some enrichment provided with the use of quantitative data. In this way we try to manage the epistemological divide between the interpretivist and functionalist paradigms (Burrell and Morgan 1979), utilizing methodologies espoused by each paradigm (Gioia and Pitre 1990). Our approach is thus not simply the uncritical methodological ‘mix and match’ of which much
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multi-method entrepreneurship research has been justifiably accused (Curran and Blackburn 2001; Grant and Perren 2002) and thus feel that a strength of the research is the multidimensional nature of the research methods employed. This is detailed below.

Desk Research

Access to the network’s materials and archival records documenting the history and development of the forum, that is, members’ correspondence, marketing material, committee minutes and attendance records, was acquired. Two particularly important secondary sources were used:

1. A members’ meeting was held in December 1997 to review the development of the organization to date, membership’s aspirations and the way forward. The facilitator’s summary was especially informative regarding individual member’s perceived aims at that time.

2. A survey administered to members in June 1998, which collected 40 responses relating to background details about membership, types of business activity, business stage, format of meetings and reason for joining the forum. This survey provides a benchmark against which to measure subsequent developments, and is particularly valuable since it summarizes the opinions of the majority of early-stage entrepreneurs within this specific group.

Participant Observation

Previous work has highlighted the relevance of participant observation for network research (Bøllingtoft 2007). During the period December 1997 to April 2003, the lead author regularly participated in the forum’s monthly meetings. Additionally, she was an independent observer at a meeting between members’ representatives and the local enterprise agency in April 2003, at which the future direction of the organization was determined.

Interviews

Eleven semi-structured interviews were carried out in 2002–03. Respondents included two employees of the enterprise agency and nine members, including the ‘chair’ and one past, founder member. Table 1.1 provides a detailed overview of respondents.

The majority of the interviewees were selected from the quantitative survey outlined below. Two interviews (1 and 11) were one-hour
### Table 1.1 Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Age of business</th>
<th>No. of employees, incl. owner</th>
<th>Business activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>6 (incl. 3 part-time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>In process of start-up</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>20 months</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>14 months</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26–35</td>
<td>2½ years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>2½ years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>3 + 8 associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26–35</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R22</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>Considering start-up</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>16–25</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R24</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>In process of start-up</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R25</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>In process of start-up</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R27</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>3½ years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R28</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56–65</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R29</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>In process of start-up</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46–55</td>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R31</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36–45</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
face-to-face interviews with key participants; the others were telephone interviews, typically lasting 30 minutes.

**Quantitative Enrichment**

In December 2002, 39 subscribed members of the club were surveyed and the questionnaire distributed at a monthly meeting with 50 attendees. This resulted in a total of 31 completed questionnaires (29 from members and two from guests). Respondents were asked about benefits, reasons for joining (or considering joining) and how they rated the effectiveness of the network. An important feature of the questionnaire was the open ended nature of many of the questions. Opinions were invited about expectations and experiences as well as the more formal scales.

**Data Analysis**

An inductive approach to analysing data was employed. Eisenhardt (1989) recommends starting data analysis by first sifting through all the data, discarding whatever is irrelevant and bringing together what seemed most important. The second step consists of a search for patterns (Halinen and Tornroos 2005). This took the form of looking at the data and asking ourselves, ‘What is going on here?’ Described more formally, this involved the constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Alvesson and Sköldberg 2000; Silverman 2000) of an iterative reviewing of the data with emerging categories and concepts. This has become an accepted approach of dealing with entrepreneurial network analysis (Human and Provan 1996; Hill et al. 1999; Jack 2009).

Wolcott (1990) argued that the objective with qualitative work is not to accumulate all the data you can, but instead identify and then reveal those data with enough context to allow the reader to understand those situations individuals are immersed in. The research process used here generated large amounts of data which, once collected, had to be sorted before it could be analysed. Interviews were taped and transcribed, data from documents, discussions, field notes and observations were collected, written up, merged, synthesized and then organized around the themes which seemed to fit with our interests: networks, networks evolving and network patterns of change. This provided a way of sorting and arranging the rich raw data into useful and explanatory categories.

Data was then examined and explored for detail relating to these themes. This meant comparing and contrasting patterns of activities to determine categories. So, incidents and experiences, observations and responses were continually compared with others within emerging categories. This
process helped to improve description, understanding and explanations but it also helped to ensure confidence in our interpretations.

Analysis was not ‘full blown’ grounded theorizing, with axial and radial coding. Instead, understanding patterns of change was our concern. This constant comparative element of a grounded approach has been used in other studies (see, for example, Anderson et al. 2007; Jack et al. 2008) and provided a way to ‘undertake empirical research which is informed by prior theoretical understanding, but which is not so determined or constrained by this understanding that the potential for making novel insights is foregone’ (Anderson et al. 2010: 24, referring to the work of Finch 2002).

We can describe our analysis as stages of constant comparative analysis. First, we searched all data for any patterns or themes. Secondly, we refined these themes into descriptive categories, so that an identified theme became a category when we were able to define it descriptively in such a way as to be able to distinguish it clearly. These processes were inductive, but given that they were initially conducted separately by each author, we are confident of the validity and meaningfulness of the categories. Our next stage was to synthesize the descriptive categories into analytical categories. Put differently, how could these categories be combined to help explain processes? Again we first reviewed this material individually, then jointly to try to ensure the reliability of our analysis. In fact this process generated some new insights as ideas and interpretations clashed and fused. Finally, we applied our explanatory categories to the case. The process this entailed is illustrated in Figure 1.1 and in Table 1.2. Phase 1 is used to illustrate in more detail how we moved from descriptive to analytical categories.

**Ethical Considerations**

The main researcher at the time was a student studying entrepreneurship and she was invited to become involved with the forum. Forum participants became respondents, but at all times were completely aware of her study and agreed to participate. Moreover, it was made clear to respondents that any resources, data and material would be used for academic purposes. Copies of findings were sent to the committee and presented to members for feedback.
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THE CASE: CHRONOLOGY OF THE NETWORK EVOLUTION

Phase 1: Formation

The forum for potential entrepreneurs was established in September 1996 by a local enterprise agency in response to the Business Birth Rate Strategy.
Table 1.2 Moving from descriptive to analytical categories: the example of Phase 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Descriptive distinguishing definition of category</th>
<th>Data sources utilized</th>
<th>Examples from these data sources which ‘identify the phenomena’</th>
<th>Summary of findings from the data – what’s the story?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1 (1996–98)</td>
<td>Represented by initial interactions, initial meetings, making initial contact, joining the network and becoming involved in the network</td>
<td>Early archival material: flyers, statements of purpose, etc.</td>
<td><em>Formality evidenced</em> by rigid organizational structure and process described in archival material</td>
<td>Calculative, self-seeking purpose ‘What can I get from this network and its members?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitator’s summary of December 1997 meeting</td>
<td><em>Discontent with network</em> shown by 37% replying that the network had not helped them (members’ survey). Meeting records for early 1998 show high turnover in membership and poor attendance levels (less than 20)</td>
<td>A rational business process is in place and perceived rather coldly Perhaps this is a consequence of the enforced hierarchy and representation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Members’ survey June 1998</td>
<td><em>Specific and pre-start up focus of network:</em> ‘the main remit of our organisation is to promote the formation of business ideas’ (flyer, 1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participant observation records for 1997–98</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Outcome-driven expectations</em> of the founding agency, ‘connect needs to resources’; ‘Business Birth Rate’ (agency dialogue)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interview transcript material (2002) which reflected back on Phase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Members expect <em>concrete outcomes</em>, and are disappointed by the network’s failure to deliver in this area: ‘participants seem to offer only marginal interest’ (1998 survey)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness of the attractiveness of a <em>more social, supportive side</em> to the network (facilitator’s feedback from 1997 members’ meeting)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 4</th>
<th>Synthesis of descriptive categories into analytical categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functionalist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(BBRS). This highlighted an enterprise deficit and a disparity between those individuals with an interest in entrepreneurship and those actually going on to launch a business (Scottish Enterprise 1993). The forum’s aim was to target pre-start, nascent entrepreneurs and help them develop business ideas and build the momentum for business start-up. The early driver seemed to be to meet the targets of the BBRS and to ‘either keep them [clients] in the entrepreneurial loop or encourage them in the development of their business’ (Interview 11). The emphasis was on idea generation rather than networking; ‘the main remit of our organisation is to promote the formation of business ideas’ (club flyer, 1997).

From the beginning, the organization and staging of monthly meetings was managed by the members themselves. The meeting format was to table business ideas, then self-select into syndicates to brainstorm and evaluate the opportunities, which members could then develop in their own time. The aim was to be ‘informal’, ‘approachable’ and somewhere to ‘kick around’ business ideas (club flyer, 1997).

Phase 2: Development and Reconfiguration

By December 1997, there was a growing recognition that improvements could be made. Members highlighted the need to monitor the status of syndicates and the need to ‘harvest’ more ‘members, third parties, business angels and enterprise companies’ (facilitator’s feedback, December 1997). Other recommendations included improving the meeting format to facilitate ‘networking’, such as name badges, a members’ notice board and a membership directory (facilitator’s feedback, December 1997). Following a high turnover in membership and poor attendance levels (less than 20) in the first few months of 1998, an internal survey of members and guests was completed in June. Only four respondents appeared to have been members since inception and, significantly, the characteristics of the membership appeared to have changed. Fully 55 per cent of the respondents were business owners and 18 per cent of the other members already had a business idea. There were numerous suggestions to move away from syndicates and discussion groups and concentrate ‘more on the practicalities and problems of getting a business up and running’ (survey results, June 1998). There was also a general demand for greater networking opportunities and a wider membership base.

The forum was given a complete makeover, including a new logo and a more professional image. The syndicate structure was initially retained, but a more balanced programme was developed, focused on problems and issues relating to growing businesses, with input from entrepreneurs, business professionals and the support organizations. The perceived
improvement was immediate – ‘prior to the last two meetings it was going down the tube’ (minutes, March 1999) and attendance at meetings gradually rose to between 40 and 60, with one meeting (a motivational speaker) attracting over 100 attendees. Efforts were made to broaden the membership base and our analysis of the marketing literature reveals a changing shift in emphasis. The new flyers highlighted the specific benefits of membership, including ‘help’, ‘support’, ‘advice’, ‘contacts’, ‘ideas’ and being ‘part of a progressive group of people’ (club flyer, 1999). The marketing literature emphasized ‘networking’ – ‘it’s not just what you know, but also who you know’ (club flyer, 1999) and the forum’s role as a ‘unique network of entrepreneurs’ and ‘matchmaking bureau’ (chairman’s letter 1999/2000). By June, 2000, the new motto was ‘Network for Success’ (minutes, June 2000).

**Phase 3: Survival and Rebirth**

The role of the enterprise agency had always been quite ‘hands-off’. Apart from the champion within the agency, who sat in an *ex officio* capacity on the committee, support was restricted to providing an individual to handle day-to-day enquiries, undertake mail shots and maintain membership records. Following changes to the organization and strategy of the enterprise agency, it launched a new, different and much larger ‘enterprise forum’ in April 2002. The new forum was marketed to clients, resulting in membership numbers of the original forum dropping significantly – from an average of 60 to 39 at the survey date. In April 2003, the agency decided to withdraw all further support, including promotion of monthly meetings.

Interestingly, the original forum has survived. The majority of the remaining members decided to ‘go it alone’ (meeting record, April 2003) and operate without the assistance and support of the agency. Indeed, for some members their ‘disillusionment is with the supporting body’ (R 20). Currently, the forum is enjoying a rebirth and attendance had considerably increased, from an average of 43 in 2002, to 110 people in January, 2004.

**THE EVOLUTION OF THE NETWORK**

It is clear from summarizing the major thematic phases over the period of observation that the evolution of the network has been characterized by various stages and crises which resulted in changes to the network’s structure, content and process. The forum has developed into a social network
which functions independently from its agency-broker. Moreover, the network has developed into its present format in accordance with the underlying network needs and the social context of its members. There is a new ethos to the forum, and the mission now is to ‘create a social club where they can really learn’ (interviewee 1).

The initial focus by the enterprise agency was the fledgling, pre-start entrepreneur. This suited the agency’s own agenda (to improve the business birth rate) and effectively the agency introduced a programme of formal events to encourage idea generation and motivation. The forum’s original purpose was as an ideas bank, but by the time of the 2002 survey, seeking a business idea was ranked as the least important reason for joining. Rather, it was the opportunity to network, especially with people in a similar position, which was ranked as the most important reason, and it is the forum’s ability to fulfil the social needs and expectations of its members which was central to the transformation process, and ultimately, to the organization’s survival.

In explaining the reasons for change, the involvement of the members themselves was a key factor. The agency’s stance was ‘the group is for you, and should be run by you’ (interviewee 11). From the beginning, a members’ committee was involved in running the forum and fronting meetings. However, the top-heavy management structure (see Table 1.3) provoked criticism in the 1998 survey, and a more fluid, informal structure emerged, with members rotating the chair and taking turns to host meetings. The members themselves made the decision to continue the forum in 2003 and they used their personal contacts and influence to keep the forum alive and growing. The forum appears to be functioning as a community for a small, but critical, nucleus of members, which enabled it to survive and exist independently from the enterprise agency. A new ethos has evolved which is embedded in the social context of the membership.

**Membership Characteristics**

To help explain the change in membership we should note the type of member and changes in the membership size and distribution. Although the data available relating to the original members is incomplete, it appears that the early members consisted of both the pre-start ‘wannabe’ entrepreneur – ‘most are in love with an ideal and hope to shed light on their dreams’ (welcome letter, 1997) – as well as early stage business owners – ‘some of the members do run their own businesses, but want to continue to meet like-minded people’ (welcome letter, 1997). By the time of the 1998 survey, the membership profile was much clearer – 74 per cent of respondents either had a business idea or were business owners already.
Table 1.3  Evolution of the network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Enterprise agency</th>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Network status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1:</td>
<td>Formed the forum</td>
<td>A – ‘generation of new business’, ‘support’, ‘exchange of ideas’, ‘connect needs to resources’, ‘meet like-minded people’, ideas bank’, ‘Business Birth Rate’</td>
<td>Mainly ‘wannabe’ entrepreneurs</td>
<td>Formal hierarchy of Chair, President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and Committee</td>
<td>Loose collection of individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–98</td>
<td>Focus on idea generation and development of business opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Facilitation of network Event focus</td>
<td>A – ‘breeding ground for business’, ‘safe laboratory’ New logo, name badges, professional events</td>
<td>New starts and ready to go</td>
<td>Much less formal Treasurer and committee Rotating ‘chair’</td>
<td>More tightly knit Like-minded, sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998–2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Phase: Rebirth</td>
<td>Launched new forum Withdrew all support from original forum</td>
<td>A – ‘network for success’</td>
<td>In business Mature, solo</td>
<td>Unstructured and informal Only a secretary</td>
<td>Close knit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:  A = agency; M = members.
This profile was confirmed by the 2002 survey, which indicated that 23 of the 31 respondents had their own businesses and a further five were in the process of starting up. More detailed analysis of the 2002 data showed that, with one exception, the businesses were all micro-enterprises, with 18 having no employees. Also, the age distribution of respondents indicated that 75 per cent were over 35 years old. In other words, the forum’s appeal has developed for a particular type of entrepreneur – the mature, micro-business owner.

The type of network member is important, as it will naturally influence the shape and content of the network. Johannisson (1996) argues that the need for networking and the structure and degree of networking activity may vary dependent on the stage of the life cycle; therefore the requirements of the person who has already started may be very different from the pre-start hopeful. What starts to emerge is a tension in the network centred round the conflict of needs/interests. When the forum tried to target both interest groups, this was perceived as a weakness. 1998 survey responses stated there was a ‘lack of focus’ and the forum ‘needed to get really clear who the intended members are’ (members’ survey, June 1998). Moreover, evidence from the members’ survey (June 1998) demonstrates that these embryonic entrepreneurs were perceived by some members as adding little value to the network:

‘Participants seem to offer only marginal interest’;
‘With current attendees it is too introspective’;
‘Most attendees do not have a specific direction or goal and lack the emotional fortitude to push themselves forward’; and, most damning of all,
‘It is group therapy for bored housewives’.

Size and Diversity of the Network

The agency and committee used poor attendance at meetings and falling membership numbers as measurements of success for the network. Membership numbers were important for the financial viability of the forum; also, some members appeared disappointed with the quality and diversity of the network contacts and wanted a broader membership base, including larger, more established businesses. However, analysis of the questionnaires revealed that attendance numbers was not a critical point. Although 36 per cent of the 2002 survey respondents admitted to rarely attending meetings, this was largely because of business commitments rather than any dissatisfaction with the forum. Although formal membership was never high (at best 60 members) the ‘unofficial’ network
appeared to be larger, and attendance sheets indicated high numbers of guests and people attending one event only. For example, in 2002, the average monthly attendance was 43, but 197 different individuals attended events. Of these, 69 per cent only attended one event. For some members, this diversity was an attraction – ‘I’m meeting lots of different people every meeting – that’s the whole purpose’ (R7). However, this low-density, weak-tie network was seen as a weakness by others and one response noted the ‘high churn rate’ and complained that ‘insufficient meetings are held to build relationships with fellow members’ (R5).

For the remaining nucleus of members, however, the forum seems to have emerged as having a strong tie orientation and the network has developed into a high-density network with most of the members knowing each other (Granovetter 1973). By 2002, approximately a third of the respondents had been members for over three years and responses indicated that they had become ‘good friends’ (interviewee 1 and R14) and had developed strong tie relationships. Even at the early stages, there is evidence that strong ties were being formed and new members complained that ‘the established members are too cliquey’. Indeed, the syndicate system itself promoted the development of a strong tie network. In fact, what emerges is that the small size of the organization actually suits some members and is within their comfort zones – ‘we don’t want it to get too huge – if it got too huge it would lose the familiarity. Obviously, we need about 40 or 50 – that’s quite nice. It’s just attracting a few more people regularly to give a more consistent number of people’ (R7).

**Perceived Benefits of the Network**

The membership of the network changed over time, but because the members were not homogeneous, they had different expectations and needs. What emerges through the different stages are the multifaceted, multidimensional needs of the network members, which is illustrated in Table 1.3. There is a shift, from needing and wanting more than motivation and business ideas, to improving communication skills, building confidence and creating an emotional support network. The divergent needs can be seen as early as December 1997. Analysis of the vocabulary used by members at the first annual review indicates a growing awareness of the forum as a social network – as somewhere to ‘meet interesting, enthusiastic people’ and ‘kindred spirits’. There was much more focus by members on being connected – ‘sharing’, ‘exchange’, ‘tapping into nuggets’, ‘access to other skills’, ‘connect needs to resources’ and ‘support’. It appears that the members’ expectations and needs were beginning to change and influence the development of the network (facilitator’s feedback, December 1997).
By the time of the 1998 survey, the tension is clearer. Some members listed benefits such as ‘hearing about business ideas’, ‘identified a business opportunity’, ‘idea generation and interpersonal skills’ and ‘business patents and copyright’ (members’ survey, June 1998). However, only 52 per cent of respondents felt that the forum had helped them with their business in some way, 37 per cent replying that it had not. For some more established members, the forum was perceived as seeming to ‘meet the needs of those not already in business than those who have started up’ and there were demands ‘to allow people who already have ideas to go away into a corner of the room to network with like-minded people’ (members’ survey, June 1998). Yet there is also evidence that the forum was changing and starting to meet the members’ social needs. Typical benefits were listed as ‘mutual support’, ‘meeting people with similar interests’, ‘speaking to like-minded people’, ‘help sustain motivation in an otherwise lonely environment’, ‘like-minded co-members’, ‘meeting others and learning from them’; and ‘meeting similar people has given me confidence and a morale boost’ (members’ survey, June 1998).

By the time of the final survey, the members’ satisfaction levels are high, despite the fall in membership number (see Figure 1.2).

The detailed responses describing the types of benefits gained reflected a broad range of benefits, including ‘confidence’ (R8, R24, R29), ‘motivation’ (R17), ‘personal development’ (R13, R17, R29), ‘customers’ (R14), ‘contacts and suppliers’ (R1, R11, R15, R21) and ‘ideas’ (R7, R15, R17, R30). Overall, however, the respondents appeared to indicate more personal benefits than tangible business benefits. It was the social
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**Figure 1.2** Satisfaction levels – 2002 survey
interaction between members which was valued, and the opportunity to network and interact with peers which was critical. The mature business owner appeared to seek a social network, ‘peer group support’ (R30), ‘like-minded business people’ (R5) and ‘contact with kindred spirits’ (R16). This is evidenced by the interview and survey responses:

‘I’m looking for people with maturity and intelligence. They are a personal network as opposed to an opportunity to make money out of’ (R28);
‘The main benefits have been social in that as a self-employed, one-man-band it is nice to meet people in the same situation’ (interviewee 1);
‘I’d rather exchange notes with fellow entrepreneurs and pool our own expertise’ (R17); and
‘Time is quite precious but the people I’ve got to know – sometimes I just go for the networking even though the subject is not that exciting’ (R21).

The forum had changed to allow its small business owner members to share learning experiences and to interact in a favourable environment. The entrepreneurial learning process has become embedded in the relationships themselves, which is consistent with the literature on experiential learning. The development of a personalized exchange network with peers has been shown to help entrepreneurs learn and overcome the liability of newness and help diminish feelings of isolation and loneliness. The forum appears to have met this need and the emphasis as it moves forward will be on ‘buddying, or mentoring or banging heads together’ (interviewee 1).

The ‘network’ was created by a local enterprise company as a forum for individuals who were considering business start-up to share business ideas. The forum complied with the strategic objectives of the enterprise agency in that it would serve as a catalyst for new business start-ups and was a much formalized, top-down approach to networking, simply creating an arena where like-minded people could receive and exchange ideas and information. This very instrumental approach appeared to be premised on the assumption that a network was based on transactions, albeit with potential for reciprocity and mutualized self-interest.

Although originally highly ‘artificial’, in the sense that the network was manufactured, a top-down creation, the data demonstrates that the network quickly took on a meaning and purpose of its own. The nature of ties changed from purely calculative; ownership and organization of the network was wrested from the enterprise company and invested in network members. Eventually the network had changed completely, in structure, members, purpose and the bonds between members. Self-interest had
given way to joint interest, network membership benefits were described in terms of mutual support and transactional benefits were almost entirely replaced by deferred reciprocity. Network links became affective ties, built upon social relationships.

The analysis (Table 1.4) indicates that the network evolved into its current format reflecting changes in the underlying network need and reflecting the social context of the network members. There was an evolution from generating ideas to a mutual support mechanism, and as the network passed through its different phases, it matured, and the strength of the ties became more crucial (Figure 1.3).

CONCLUSIONS

Neergard and Ulhoi (2006) found that government agency may destroy existing cooperative arrangements. From the study reported here it can be argued that, at least initially, the agency performed an important broker role (Aldrich, 1989), providing an extensive network of contacts which was key in marketing the forum, organizing speakers, providing added value for members and facilitating networking opportunities. However, latterly, the agency perceived ‘networking’ to entail name badges, membership directories, notice boards and ‘a networking event on a big scale . . . with gingham table cloths, candles, wines and cheeses’ (minutes, August 2000). These are simply mechanisms which might facilitate the act of networking. They could also, of course, be read as a collection of symbolic artefacts redolent of the public sector origins of the agency, and as such, unlikely to promote a positive response in entrepreneurs. It seems then that the enterprise agency was either not aware of the significance of interaction, or that they simply did what they could in the ways that matched their strategic objectives. What is evident is that it may not be possible to ‘create’ a real entrepreneurial network in this way. Networks seem to be about the people within them and are operated by the networking process; itself a relational dimension. These characteristics and processes cannot be imposed or created artificially; they emerge. Yet, over time, the network did evolve into something the members found very useful. In many ways the evolved network matches what the literature describes as a social network. Indeed, the outcomes – identity, social learning and enactable environments – are the characteristics of a viable social network.

The findings demonstrate that networking is a social process. When this network was only about opportunity driven ties, many of the members became involved in transforming it from a resource-based view. If what we have noted is actually evolution, it could be argued that natural selection
Table 1.4 Analysis of network evolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of network</th>
<th>Purpose and content</th>
<th>Type of network tie</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Governance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>Functionalist</td>
<td>Own interest and about tapping resources</td>
<td>Calculative</td>
<td>Purposeful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>Realization of shared benefits, confidence and identity building</td>
<td>Instrumental and normative</td>
<td>Reciprocity, learning from others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Altruistic? But certainly socially based</td>
<td>Learning and enactment</td>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>Emergence of deferred reciprocity, emotional bonds and attraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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favours social networks! This is arguable because although the social context changed, this was also related to the underlying change in the members’ needs. From a Lamarckian evolutionary perspective the species changed as well as the environment. Nonetheless, change is reflected in the network content and structure, which constantly shifted to fit its members’ needs. The network will not satisfy all of its members all of the time; certainly, the forum’s present development into a small, strong-tie network will not suit those seeking a larger network of indirect ties to substantially increase their access to information. However, it is argued that ‘networking involves expanding one’s circle of trust’ (Aldrich 1989: 108) and this involves nurturing casual, weak ties into strong ties. This appears to be the process that we observed. While similar findings have been made for dyadic ties moving from weak and instrumental to strong and multiplex (Larson 1992; Johannisson et al. 1994; Jack et al. 2004), this is the first time that a similar dynamic has been identified at the level of the network itself.

While previous work within the entrepreneurship, economic and industrial marketing literature has recognized the need to examine exchange relationships (Mitchell 1969; Grannovetter 1985; Casson 1990; Easton and Håkansson 1996; Denrell et al. 2003; Ford et al. 2003; Biggart and Delbridge 2004; Casson and Guista 2007), in this chapter a detailed discussion is provided which demonstrates what happens within exchange
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relations and also considers the development of a network. The findings, therefore, have a number of implications for network research. The key implication from this study is that theory, which prioritizes networks as primarily based on resources, is much too narrow. Resource dependency is a key aspect and undoubtedly a motivation to network, however, what seems to make the ‘net’ work is the interactions and these are based on social factors: affinity, shared attitudes and trust. Theory, which tries to explain from purely a functional perspective, cannot encompass what it means to network. Attempts to chart this network, with all the caveats that must accrue to a single study, suggest that networking may have a calculative instrumental purpose which provides a guide to how structures evolve. However, the process of networking is profoundly social. It is based on knowledge of the other and derived through interaction that satisfies human rather than material needs. Thus the network process is emotional. In consequence it can be argued that while networks may emerge from a rational instrumental concern to extend resources, the bonding process that characterizes how networks work is less about reciprocity of resources but more about social exchange and mutuality.

With this study, we have arrived at understanding by using the constant comparative technique. Glaser and Strauss described the constant comparison method as following four distinct stages. These are (1) comparing incidents applicable to each category, (2) integrating categories and their properties, (3) delimiting the theory, and (4) writing the theory. According to Goetz and Le Compte (1981: 58) this method ‘combines inductive category coding with a simultaneous comparison of all social incidents observed’. As social phenomena are recorded and classified, they are also compared across categories. Thus, hypothesis generation (relationship discovery) begins with the analysis of initial observations (Goetz and Le Compte 1981: 58). This process undergoes continuous refinement throughout the data collection and analysis process, continuously feeding back into the process of category coding; as events are constantly compared with previous events, new topological dimensions, as well as new relationships, may be discovered (Goetz and Le Compte 1981: 58).

It has been said that the constant comparative technique follows the principles of grounded theory (Easterby Smith et al. 2008). Given it is a technique that is based on direct observation and personal contact and tends to involve the use of interviews and looks to identify new cases and settings which will stretch theory (Easterby Smith et al. 2008), this seems an appropriate view. However, we would argue that the constant comparative technique is aligned more with analytic induction than grounded theory, although it might be seen to borrow ideas from both perspectives. It has significant differences because it generates and tests theory provisionally,
focuses on causation and requires that all data be tested against the hypothesis while grounded theory focuses on generation and constant comparison (http://clinfowiki.org/wiki/index.php/Analytic_Induction, accessed 7 August 2013).

Furthermore while the constant comparative technique is often referred to as a method, we would argue that it is actually a technique, which works for analysing data and explaining social situations, links and relationships because it allows for flexibility and adaptability. It is not an easy task technique to use because it relies on the ability of the researcher to work the data. It is based on trial and error, can be very time-consuming, and it is hard and a bit messy, especially in the initial stages. It is useful if researchers are theoretically sensitized and so have the skills, ability and awareness required for carrying out qualitative research (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss and Corbin 1998). This can impact on the interviews and extent of information generated, but it is important to remain neutral and non-judgemental and report things in an unbiased and balanced way (Hoepfl 1997).

What we have shown in this chapter is that the constant comparative technique is not easy to do. It relies on the ability of the researcher to really ‘work’ the data. It is based on trial and error and can be very time-consuming. It is also very messy, especially in the initial stages and, when attempting it for the first time, the messiness can be difficult to deal with. However, we have also shown that when used appropriately it is an extremely effective technique for developing understanding about the entrepreneur and the processes in which he or she is immersed.

NOTE

1. This chapter was previously published in the *International Small Business Journal*, 28 (4), 315–37, as an article titled ‘An entrepreneurial network evolving: patterns of change’. Reprinted with permission.
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